
Captivating Crochet Motif Pattern: Craft a
Graceful Lace Back Cardigan Sweater with an
Enchanting Scarf-Like Front Drape
In the realm of crochet artistry, motifs serve as intricate building blocks that
unravel into captivating creations. This article delves into a mesmerizing
crochet motif pattern, guiding you through the steps to fashion an exquisite
lace back cardigan sweater adorned with a gracefully draped front that
resembles a delicate scarf. Prepare to embark on an enchanting journey of
creativity and craftsmanship.

This pattern is recommended for crocheters with intermediate to advanced
skills, ensuring that the intricacies of the lace motif and the construction of
the cardigan are executed with precision and finesse. If you are a novice
crocheter, consider seeking guidance from an experienced mentor or
exploring simpler patterns to build your foundation before attempting this
elegant masterpiece.

To embark on this crochet endeavor, gather the following materials:
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Fine-weight yarn (weight 2 or 3),approximately 1200-1500 yards for
the cardigan and 200-300 yards for the scarf

Crochet hook sized according to the yarn weight

Scissors

Tapestry needle

Stitch markers (optional, for tracking pattern repeats)

Before we dive into the crochet motif pattern, let's unravel some essential
terminology:

single crochet (sc): A basic stitch that forms a tight and sturdy fabric.

double crochet (dc): A taller stitch that creates a more open and airy
texture.

treble crochet (tr): A taller and more open stitch than dc, resulting in a
lacy effect.

chain (ch): A series of slip knots that forms the foundation for most
crochet projects.

slip stitch (sl st): A stitch that joins two pieces of fabric or secures the
beginning and end of a row.

Lace Motif:
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1. Round 1: Ch 6, join with a sl st to form a ring. Ch 1, work 12 sc into
the ring. Join with a sl st to the top of the first sc. (12 sc)

2. Round 2: Ch 3, 2 dc into the same st. Ch 1, 3 dc into the next st.
Repeat from * to * around. Join with a sl st to the top of the first tr. (36
dc)

3. Round 3: Ch 3, 2 tr into the same st. Ch 1, 3 tr into the next st. Repeat
from * to * around. Join with a sl st to the top of the first tr. (54 tr)

4. Round 4: Ch 1, sc into the next tr, tr into the next tr. Repeat from * to *
around. Join with a sl st to the top of the first sc. (54 sc, 54 tr)

5. Round 5: Ch 1, (sc into the next tr, dc into the next tr),2 sc into the
next tr. Repeat from * to * around. Join with a sl st to the top of the first
sc. (72 sc, 36 dc)

6. Round 6: Ch 1, (sc into the next tr, 2 dc into the next tr),2 sc into the
next tr. Repeat from * to * around. Join with a sl st to the top of the first
sc. (90 sc, 18 dc)

Cardigan Back:

1. Chain Foundation: Ch 120 or to desired width.

2. Row 1: Sc into the 2nd ch from the hook and into each ch across. (119
sc)

3. Row 2: Ch 1, turn. Sc into each sc across. (119 sc)

4. Rows 3-20: Repeat Row 2.

5. Lace Motif Rows: Create 16 lace motifs according to the pattern
above.



6. Joining Motifs: Pin or sew the lace motifs together to form the shape
of the back.

7. Armhole Shaping: Create armholes by skipping the appropriate
number of sts at the beginning and end of the next few rows.

8. Shoulder Shaping: Once the back reaches the desired length, create
shoulders by working several rows in decreases until only a few sts
remain. Fasten off and weave in ends.

Scarf-Like Front Drape:

1. Chain Foundation: Ch 120 or to desired length.

2. Row 1: Sc into the 2nd ch from the hook and into each ch across. (119
sc)

3. Row 2: Ch 1, turn. Sc into each sc across. (119 sc)

4. Rows 3-10: Repeat Row 2.

5. Lace Motif Rows: Create 16 lace motifs according to the pattern
above.

6. Joining Motifs: Pin or sew the lace motifs together to the sc strip
created earlier.

7. Joining to Back: Sew or crochet the scarf-like front drape to the lace
back cardigan.

8. Finishing: Weave in all ends and add any embellishments, such as
buttons, beads, or tassels, to enhance the cardigan's charm.



With the final stitch complete, you have woven a captivating crochet
masterpiece that exudes grace and sophistication. The lace back cardigan
sweater, adorned with its enchanting scarf-like front drape, is a testament
to your crochet artistry. Whether you choose to adorn it on a special
occasion or embrace its allure in everyday moments, this delicate creation
is sure to turn heads and evoke admiration. As you embark on future
crochet adventures, may this pattern serve as a beacon of inspiration,
guiding you towards even more breathtaking creations.
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